
Title: Parts of a Tree 
 

Objective: Recognize and act out basic parts of a tree 

Time: 10 minutes 

Materials Needed: None 
 

Directions: 

1. Gather students outdoors, circling near a tree. Point out the three basic visible parts of a tree-trunk, branches, leaves. 

2. Each student decides which part of a tree they want to be: trunk, branch, or leaf. 

• A trunk will stand straight and tall.   

• A branch will put both arms out to the side or straight up.   

• A leaf will flutter their fingers on both hands. 

3. While standing in a circle, instruct students to demonstrate their tree part.   

4. Select one student to start the greeting. 

5. That student will turn to a student next to him/her and say: “Good Morning, Tree Trunk” (Branch or Leaf). The greeted student 

will return the greeting and turn to the next student in the circle. Continue the greeting until all have been greeted. 
 

Variation: Include additional parts such as: flowers represented by cupped hands, and fruits/nuts represented by closed fist. 

 

Discussion Questions: 
1. What are other parts of trees?  (Roots, fruits, cones, bark, buds, twigs, limbs, blossoms)  

2. What functions do the different parts of trees have? Why do they have these functions? Do any of the tree parts have the same 

function? Explain. 

3. Could trees survive without the three basic parts? Discuss. 

 

 

Greeting 
Theme: Plants 
Topic: Tree Parts 
Suggested Grade Level: K-5 
Indoors or Outdoors: Outdoors 
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Science and Engineering Practices: 
4. Developing and using models; 8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information. 

Crosscutting Concepts: 
6. Structure and function. 

Disciplinary Core Ideas: 
Life Sciences: LS 1: From molecules to organisms: Structures and processes. 

 

Background Information:  
• Trunk, branches, and leaves are the three basic parts of a tree. 

• Trunks give support to the other parts of the tree. 

• Branches help transport materials from the tree trunk to the leaves.  

• Leaves take in energy in the form of sunlight and use it to turn carbon dioxide and water into sugars and oxygen. 

• Roots collect water and minerals for the tree. 

• Bark protects the tree’s trunk which contains living tissue called cambium. 
 

Additional Resources: 
• A Tree Called Steve by Alan Zweibel 

• Wishtree by Katherine Applegate 

• The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein 

 

Correlates with: 
Activity - Branch Puzzles (p. 41) 

Interdisciplinary Lesson - Tree Drawing (p. 117) 

 


